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B3TRODUC3TION
 

Ekiergy Conservation is of paramount importance to 

schools* In an era of shrinking revenue and spiralling 

costs, there are few areas where schools can make significant 

reductions• Salaries, fringe henefits, supplies lunch pro 

grams, insurance, and transportation are expenses which are 

subject to minimal cost-cutting because of legal requirements, 

contractual obligations, and general public expectations of 

Such prograas as being necessary concomitants of the educa 

tional• ■program.: 

(kie expense that can be substantiaily lowered is money 

spent on utilities. By means of new architectural design and 

modification of existing facilities, savings can be realized 

in energy usage. Energy conservation in general, and in 

relationship to education specifically, is a repent phenomenon. 

Ifore and more engineers and architects are speaking and witing 

to the issue of energy savings in educational buildings, how 

ever, and not so much from the desire to effect savings that 

can be realized in school budgets, but primarily from the 

knowledge that school energy consumption comprises a large 

part of the total electricity and gas used nationally. 

It has been found that "one-third of all energy used 

by our nation is constsned in operating institutional buildings. 



Eaticatioiial facilities are the largest group of iustitutional
 

buildings."^ Thus, im schools alone, the "potential for sav
ing otET finite resouTOes is innmense,"
 

"In a typical school it is possible to save as much as
 

15 perceht of utility costs through conHaon-sense actions with

out any appreciable capital expenditure," Even more energy
 

can be saved with some wise investment in energy-efficient
 

facilities and e<^ipaent. According to Federal %ergy Admin
 

istration estimates, a *%uilding owner may expect to save 10
 

to 20 percent more with an investment Which can be paid back
 
' h ■ . 

in savings in three to ten years," "Ihe British Golumbia 

Bepartment of Siucation concurs that 'hiost school districts 

can reduce energy consumption by 20 percent which can be 

attained at a cost that would pay for itself in one to two 

.years,". ■■ 

?l)onald F, Burr, "CSreating Energy-Efficient Buildings"

(Atlanta: Paper presented at Anerican Association of School
 
Administrators* annual meeting, February 1978), p, 3,
 

Council of Eaucational Facility Planners International,
 
Energy Sourcebook for Educational Facilities: An Aathoritative
 
and G^oreheipive Sourcebook for the Design and Management of
 
Energy Efficient Mucational Facilities CColumbtas: Council of
 
Bducatxonal Facxlxty Planners international, 1977), p, 3,
 

Department of fkiergy. aiergy Audit Workbook for Schools
 
(Washington: CEfice of State and Local Programs, 1978), p* 6,
 

V, Tiedeman. An Ehergy Conservation Retrofit
 
Process for Existing Public and institutional Facilities
 
(Washington: Public Technology, inc,, 1977), p, 2,
 

^British Columbia Department of Education, Energy Con
 
servation^for Schools (Victoria; British Coltmibia Department
 
of Education, 1978,)p» 8,
 



It is purpose of paper to discuss the various
 

methods available to school facilities to conserve ener^
 

and the costs and savings involved. To accomplish this, the
 

paper will first delve briefly into the history of architec
 

tural ideas regarding energy-saving measures that are still
 

Useful today. Next, various energy sources will be discussedy
 

both past and future ones, with emphasis on solar power, and
 

how it and other means can be utilized in school plants. Types
 

of organizational plans for implementing energy programs will
 

be analyzed, mienf specific recoramendations for existing
 

facilities will be studied, followed by those^for new facili
 

ties, Finally, ah energy education program will bS considered
 

fbllowed by a checklist of energy-saving taethods*
 



CHAPTER I
 

HISTORY OF ENERCY-SAVIHG ARGHITSGTDSAL CONCEPTS
 



ifech of fthe technology for tmilding modification is not
 

new bnt rediscovered concepts utilized in the t and appli
 

cable to an energy-consciotxs present* During most of recorded
 

history, man considered climatic conditions when designing
 

buildings. Snow, wind, and heat influenced the pitch of roofs,
 

size of windows, and location of entrances since man was at
 

the -mercy;of ■ :the;'elements*; 

%yptians constructed thick, windowless walls and flat
 

stohe roOfs to ward off the heat. Door openings and roof
 

slits allowed the sualight to penetrate, Ihe Greeh^ bui^
 

porches as protection against sun and rain, an idea ̂ ich the
 

Remans used in ga^^ens and coiuctyards in their s^i-tropical
 

climatew Uiey later borrowed other architectural ideas to
 

develop the first central heating system, A few centuries
 

later hcrthern^iropeans built larger window and dppr openings
 

to admit light and used steep roofs for drainage Of raic. and
 

snow, while in the south windows were smaller and roOfS
 

flatter. Shutters were used, doors of Ehglish cathedrals
 

were situated towards the southwest and sheltered by porches,
 

and trees served as windbreake?^.
 

Colonial America acqxiired many of these architectural
 

ideas which wer® adapted to the climate and mateii.als avail
 

able here, Schools established in the iSsited States in the
 

S Kalph J. Askin et al., Califomia School Qiergy Con
 
cepts CSacramento; Bureau of School Planning»
 
State Department of Bdncation, 1978), p, 1,
 



•' /y-'' ■S/,' 
mid-lS80*s Tised similar construction methods of other build 

ings in the area, beginning with the one-room school and later 

the maltiple-story structures that dominated school architec 

ture through the 1930Vs, Great strides in heating, lighting, 

restrooms, and fire safety were made. The design remained 

basically the same, however, until 1935 when the low, sprawl 

ing plants were built which introduced the functional, cpnfprra

vcontrolled;schoo'l3V.dfVtpday,^ 
The technoiogical changes brought about by the indus

triai revolution freed designers from cpncerns of the past. 

Climate could be disregarded in favor of mechanical cooling 

and heating systems^ The capability of controlling the 

indoor climate artificially enabled designers to ignore the 

demands of nature that formerly were considered. T^^ 

shutters, walls, and building orientation no longer consti 
tuted an important factor in design. As technology allowed 

man to regulate the environment, the more sensitive he became 

to variations in lighting and temperature. Lighting recuire

ments became very stringent and air-conditioning, which at 

one time was a luxury, became commonplace in the schools, 

How, with the energy situation so pressing, architects 

must again take into account the techniques for climate Con 

trol developed and used in the past. They must ccnsider 

^Ibid,, p. 2.
 
®Ibid., p. 3.
 



'■■ ■ 

climatic comditions so that dependence on scarce and expensive 

resotirces can be lowered. Insulation, directional orientation 

of windows and entrances, landscaping, and utilization of 

solar power can result in maibr reductions in ouv reliance 

on traditional energy sources. 



CHAPTER II
 

E23ER6Y SOURCES: PAST AND FUTURE
 



 

Jttst a cetitnir^r ago, the pr^atiTT
 

wood, water-potrer, amd wiiidpower and had been since ancient
 

times. Wood was by far the most important source, stipplying
 

three*-quarters of the total fuel supply of the Ito.ited States.
 

By the mid-1880*s, however, coal had replaced wood as the
 

primary source of energy, supplying about half of the country*s
 

needs• Water was also an important source pf power for Indus

try as was windpoWer^̂^ ^ ^^^^i^ to both agriculture and manu
 

facturing, As fuel demands grew, these sources were no longer
 

sufficient. Rivers and lakes ̂ re often not located neat
 

industrial centers, and wind-power was inadequata for the
 

■ .growing:/industrial.needs, • 

Since huge deposits of cOal had been discovered and
 

oonld be traxispoPPed easily by the new rail system, coal
 

cohtinued to furnish as much as one-half of the supply until
 

after World War II when oil and natural gas took its place.
 

In 1947, oil and natural gas supplied the same amount of
 

energy as coal,^^ The nation was Self-sufficient in oil since
 
the escports and impor^^ nearly balanced. Since then, usage of
 

coal has stablized tdiile natriral gas and oil consumption has
 

increased greatly, due in part to imported oil. By 1955,
 

S^ H, Schurr. Energy in the American Economy: 1850
1975 CBaltimore; John ftspkins Press, 1976), p* 31w
 

-do.
 
.lb-id,;
 

^Ctoarles J, DiBpna^ "U.S. Energy: "Zesterday, Todays and
 
Tomorrow" (Williamsbufg: Seminar presentatiOn to New Members
 
of 95th Congress, Jan, 8, 1977), p, 4,
 



liquid and gaseous fuels were accotanting for two^third's of
 

the energy supoly.
 

The couiltry began depending more and more on imported
 

oil to meet the demands. "All projections ,^.show imports
 

of six to twelve million barrels per day in 1990, compared
 

with about seven million" in 1976, "But if price controls
 

aren't removed, if demand projections are undeiutated, if the
 

economy grows faster than projected, imports could be higher--

as much as 70 percent," Accordimg to figures frcra the
 

Federal Snergy Administration, as of November 1, 1977, there
 
'• ■ ra.- ' ■ ' 

were ,2,596 oil days remaining# So* at the current rate of
 

consumptioh, the known reserves of dGmiestic oil would last
 

: until/'the end :bf'd9S6
 

The cost of fossil fuel has inbreased dramatically.
 

The cost Of utility coal rose because of increased transpor
 

tation and refining costs. Utility oil has increased because
 

the shift was made from "high-sulfur residual oil to the more
 
, 15^ 

expensive low-sulfur pil,"
 

Since 196A "there have been sharp fncreases in virtually 

TiS ' ■ ♦ 
every component of electricity costs," Rising construction
 

12 ■ 
Schurr, p, 35,
 

^^Ui Bona, p, 15,
 
Burr, p. 8,
 

^^John Fischer, Energy Crisis in Perspective (New Yoik:
 
John Wiley and Sons, i97A), p, 133,
 

^^ichaei S,^crakis, ed,, Energy: Demand, Conservation
 
and Institutional Problems (Cambridge: MIT Press, 197h),p, 3A8,
 



costsj feighei^ interest rates, lower labor productivity,
 

licensing probleais^ and more stringent environment regula

tionS;>re^^all'to^:blamei^
 

Hie total tecbhology needed to exist without petroleum
 

and natural gas is not available today, according to Burr,
 

It is, therefore, essential that existing supplies of these
 

energy sources be conserved to extend theiv lifeline. It is
 

also imperative to consider alternate sources of energy,^ '
 

most practical to date is solar, "In one year the radiation
 

that reaches the surface of the continental tftiited States
 

exceeds the total amount of fossil energy that will ev^er be
 

extracted," About three percent of the land now used for
 

agriculture wDuld be reoUired to fhrnish the nation*s total
 

yearly energy needs, Fischer states that it is clear that
 

solar energy resources are more than adequate for supplying
 

the world with energy, although they may not be the least
 

■■ ■ ■^■i9- :: "v ■ 
•expensrve^, ■ 

Most schools are *^aturally Suited for the installation 

of solar equipnent" because they are usually weil-Constructed, 

have flat roofs suitable fbr solar collectors, and have their 

peak energy d^ands during the day which reduces the energy 

"Solar Energy is Here, but It*s 
Hot Yet TJtopla," Fortune (February, 1976), p. 103, 

v:. ;Fischerj-;p,-;f7,^::,, , v' -:;/:;: : . 
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storage nfeeds, in the tftiited States are using
 

solar energy for water and space heating and coolihg. Presently,
 

solar energy is being utilized by several Galifornia schopls
 

beeeuse it is nonpolluting, inexhaustible, and available in
 

Vairying amounts everywhere. The Galifornia^^ E^^ GoaEaission
 

in 1977 estimated that solar power could supply 8 to 12 percent
 

of Galifornia*s total energy needs#
 

Solar energy has its disadvantages which inclt^e
 

undependability, low conCentratiQn^ and an initiat expensive
 

cost for installation of collection units. Even though solar
 

energy is present everywhere, it is often obscured by cloudi
 

ness and fog. Such conditions require collection panels
 

which store the energy and allow it to be used when the sun^s
 

rays are not present. Back-up alternate fuel sources are
 

\also requiredi,;
 

SKren with its disadvantages, solar energy will^
 

increasingly important part in the lighting, coolihg, and
 

heating needs of schools. Savings on fuel costs will pay for
 

the initial conversion expense from traditional fuels to solar
 

power. With an abundance of sunshine, southern California
 

can benefit from solar energy more than most other areas.
 

Reliance on hack-up systems should also be less.
 

Goncerning the applicability of solar energy to heating,
 

both passiye and active systems are utilized for this function.
 

-■■■ ■ ■ o' .:. , ■
(hregg W. Downey, "Some Sunshine for Your Fiscal Life:
 

Solar Eiier^ Schools May Not Be as Far Off or as Blue Sky as
 
X^e*ve Thought," AneriCan School Board Journal 16h, 8 (August

d977),;p,.:v57,; 



 

An active sola2* systesta laech^ical devices-—
 
ptmps, fans, of motors---to move the smi*s heat
 
to the interior of a building or to storage areas.
 
A passive system uses natural means-—gravity, gr
 
convection or radiation-—to do the eame thing.
 

T1ie maiR c<mip<ment of an active S3rstem is the solar
 

collection panel* The panel is usually made of metal coated
 

on the outside with black paint to increase its absorption
 

and is undereoated with insulation so that it retains heat.
 

Collection panels should be placed on south-facing roofs to
 

receive the makimum aaount of sunlight• Water tanks or rOck
 

beds then receive and store the heat until it is heeded• fhese
 

tanks are located underground for insulation purposes^ When
 

needed, the stored heat is transferred to the heating system.
 

Active solar energy systems are good for school use
 

because energy demands are at their highest during daylight
 

when sun is available. Schools have large hot water require
 

ments for showers and kitchens, so solar heat could be utilized
 

to satisfy, at least par^ialiy, these needs*
 

^ costs for active systeias are higher than •those
 

for traditional energy Systems. Operating and maintenance
 

costs, however, are much lower, so investment costs can be
 

recovered after a few years. Fbr example, a feasibility study
 

requested by the school board of Florida, New Yorkj showed a
 

projected fuel savings of 35 percent a year so that by 1986,
 

^^Askin, p. 7,
 



 

their $80,000 investment will have paid for Grant
 

money is often available for energy conservation programs♦ 

Borr feels that even though solar collectiug devices
 

may not be installed immediately, it is essential to modernize
 

or design bfaildings so that solat systems could be added in
 

the future• Thus, heating and plisabing systems should include
 

connections now to ̂ ich solar systems may be added later.
 

Provision for space collectors and storage tanks should also
 

be; ^ftade♦ 

Passive solaz* heating relies on the absorption of the
 

stin*s winter rays by the building*s double-glaaed windows.
 

ISiick Walls and roofs retain the heat and radiate it through
 

out the roaa during the evening and night when the tempera

■ 'tui^e^:drops 

ihiother passive system that is more ccmplicated is
 

desctibed in California School Energy Concepts. Solar panels
 

carry heated air or water to the storage system to be utilized
 

in the building at a later time. 53hen either active or passive
 

Solar systems are used, alternate heating systems must be
 

available, purihg overcast days or poor weather, solar Systems
 

■ ■obviously. Will;^-not function.

Water heating and air conditioning can also be accom 

plished by the use of solar energy. Solar panels filled with 

water absorb the sun*s warmth, and that water iS either sent 

22; 
Downey, p. 58, 
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directly to the water storage tank or is transmitted through
 

a heat exchanger coil in the tank to heat the stored water,
 

in the case of air conditioningj equipment that is used
 

in natural gas refrigeration units is powered by solar heat
 

rather than a gas flame. Such units work best on hot days
 

when it is really needed, ihe solar panels are very sophis-^
 

ticated and thus relatively expensive. hot climates,
 

however, the initial investment t4.11 bs offset by expected
 

major increases in both electrical and gas rates.
 

In addition to the use of solar power for heating and
 

cooling, it can also be utilized to produce electricity,
 

although no method is currently in operation. Ckie method
 

now being researched, solar thermal conversion, involves
 

steam produced, by solar heat to generate electricity, A
 

second method is photovoltaic conversion, which is the con

version of sunlight directly into electricity solar cells.
 

The Department of Energy is attempting to reduce the price
 

by the mid-1880*s, so it is a possibility for the futiire,
 

Wind power is another possible sonrce of energy. By
 

the year 2000, practical wind-driven power plants could
 

generate enough electricity to meet nearly 20 percent of the
 

United States* electrical needs. The Califoirtiia Energy
 

Coianission estimates that 9 to 15 percent of the state's
 

electricity needs conld be provided by wind power by 1996.
 

Energy Conservation: tfaderstandlng and Activities for 
Young People (Washington: Federal Ehergy Administration, 1975), 
p,• ■■ -5,;^. 

■ ■v^^As:kdLn,:-p,^10,'-'-;/;• 



Advices In engineering design arid m in storage
 

raetribds are needed before that anadnnt can be prodnced, thongh.
 

Nuclear power plants are another potential source, al

though pioblems, incl^ high construction costs, do exist.
 

Oil shale is still another source, but an acceptable method
 

of rendering oil fr<xtt shale will not be available until the
 

late 1980*3. Perhaps as much as IQO billion barrels ane
 
: 25 ■ ■ 

availabie in Ck>lorisdo,J^omingy Utah.
 

The creation of artificial fuels is also being researched
 

and aaay be the fuels of the future, along with energy from
 

the ocean, breeder reactors, and nuclear fiasion. ^li®e is
 

rieeded for more research, however, so iri the meantime the
 

QptionS to schools are limited to what is currently available:
 

chiefly^ the titiiization of solar poweir, arid modification of
 

existing buildings or new, energy•^efficierit ̂ ssiSns•
 

25
 
Ibid., p. 11.
 



Tq isipleaetit an energy-saving prograa in the schools,
 

several sources snggested various organizational plans,
 

first step in conserving energy in the schools is to form
 

an energy conservation team. Included on the team should be
 

the superintendent, principals, maintenance and transporta
 

tion supejrvisors, teacher and student representatives, busi
 

ness manager, and a district-wide energy coordinator respon

pibleVfor;;;administering^:the'-: program',;: v-;,; : ,:-;:
 

The noxt step involves planning for the develo|xaent
 

of district energy usage, This would include determining
 

assignmehts of duties and responsibilities, energy audit
 

methods to be used, and consultations with energy escperts,
 

Then a building-level task forcej consisting of school per
 

sonnel and students and community, is formed to implement
 

the district-level programs^ ihe district-level conseryation
 

';teamv ;then^W3uld'cbllech;the■'■energy-use', ̂ 'information ■ ■ or ■■■ ;"energy • ■ ■; 

audit" ptt each school from monthly repo^^s in order to tttoni

tor-they' districtV.-plan...; . -; 

A more theoretical organizational plan was developed 

„ ;by: .the .IGouncil;. of ■ .Sducatiohal ■ Facility ' Planners. which; cal.ls; ; 

for the formation of a "Management Committee" to fulfill policy-

m^ing respottsibiiities for the program. T&iis committee 

would consist of board of education meabers, superintendent, 

district energy manager, district facility planners, public 

British Columbia Department of Sducation,p, h. 



CHAPTER III
 

ORGAHIZATXOHAL PIAN FOR ENERGY SAYIHGS
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relations personnel, office staff and, energy experts.
 

energy plan is developed and implemented by the "Energy Con

servation Team" composed of principals, teachers, parent and
 

student representatives, maintenance and transportation super
 

visors, and outside energy consultants, and headed by the
 

district energy manager who provides the stattis and authority
 

necessai*y to assure the success of the program.
 

ihis te^ "should have operational authority oyer all
 

aBpeCts of energy management"^^ and is directly responsible
 

to the policy committee. The team should have extensive in-


service training in order to collect data and assess energy
 

needs and develop goals and programs. Then building-level
 
task forces are formed to carry out the activities prescribed
 

: by:the'-^ conservation te.am>:- .
 

The plan suggests three questions for evaluation purposes:
 

Are the task force activities being implemented and to >hat
 

extent? Are the activities meeting the stated program
 

objectives,and did the objectives accomplish the program goals?
 

Another plan suggested by the British of Columbia
 

Department of Bducation eliminates the committees and uses
 

only an "Energy Conservation Manager" to run the program.
 

This could be any interested personi a teacher, board member,
 
administrator, maintenance man or someone from outside the
 

school system. The energy manager would first calculate the
 

Council of Educational Facility Planners, p. /3.
 



 

 
V 

/ : VJ ■ , ■ 

total energy used by each school by using energy consumption 

sheets: one for electrical constDnptionj one for gas^ and a 

third that calculates both total energy used and the school's 

rating on an energy-use index which takes into account the 

outside temperat'ure.
'28 

The electricity and gas sheets take 

the amount of Kilowatt hours used and divide it by the
 

school's area, thus giving the figure for the average amount
 

29
 
of KS5H used for one square meter of space. Then, ah energy
 

survey or audit by experts is undertaken to find ways of using
 

energy more efficiently through good m^agement, adequate
 

maintenance, and energy-efficient equi^^ent.
 

28x,.,

Ibid,
 

■ 29 
Ibid.
 



C3HAPTER IV
 

RECOMMENDATIONS FbR EXISTING FACILITIES
 



As far ̂ existing facilities are concerned, little can
 

be done about their location, shape, and direction. Steps
 

Can be taken, however, to conserve energy. Some of these
 

suggestions may not be applicable to some schools or may
 

necessitate changes to meet individual schools* needs. Factors
 

such as different geographical locations, weather conditions
 

and types of building design must be considered when developing
 

an energy-saving program. Before implementing any Gonserva

tion measures, it is necessaiy to determine if the plant has
 

air cooling, if it is mechanically ventilated, if the design
 

will permit insulation or if it is even necessary, and what
 

academic feattires may be affected'if phynsical changes are made,
 

Some ideas may be expensive, but a district that can
 

afford to pay fuel bills for inefficient consumption can
 

afford to make repairs that will more than pay for themselves
 

in energy savings. It is important to seek expert advice
 

before authorizing major remodeling, purchases, or maintenance.
 

It is also necessapy to train the maintenance staff so they
 

wiil be able to operate equipment prbperly and efficiently.
 

Equally important Is establishing a preventative maintenance
 

■30' - ■ program so equipment will be clean and operate properly, 

"Quick-fixes** can help, but redesign and modification, 

i.e. retrofitting, will be the long-term answer for existing 

facilities sihce it is the most practical approach right now. 

30
Askin, p. 



■;L9: . ^ 

The building energy retrofit process is divided into 

four work phases and has been used on laany projects. Phase I 

involves **review of current energy consumption and selection 

of the most protaising facilities for retrofits" Phase II 

centers on "detailed engineering and architectural study 

of potential energy conservation modifications." The third 

phase conceigis "implementation of desirable retrofit changes," 

while the last phase is *hionitoring of energy savings achieved 

and aggressive follow-up maintenance programs," 

Ihe second phase is especially important situse energy 

usage for equipment within buildings is highly interrelated, 

Jifbdifications in any major component can affect the operation 

of other Components, Only after a thorough sttidy of the 

facility as a whole can the best set of retrofit modifications 

with the highest payback be chosen. 

As far as the cost is concerned. Phase Iis fairly 

inexpensive and also rapid, so without having spent rauch 

money, it can be determined whether to continue with conserva 

tion efforts. Some low-cost savings methods identified in 

Phase Ican be implemented immediately, which will save 

money that can then be used to pay for Phase II, the engin 

eering study which is of moderate cost, Ihe implementation 

phase involves a significant financial commitment. The 

31■ ■Tiedeman, p, 5, 



 

■■ ■20^ ': \.:v'V - ' ; 

monitoring phase is of minimal escpense to the district bnt 

is of importance since it proyides program results, asstires 

that the savings are being realized, and provides account
32" ■ ■; ability,^for-energy: uses..: ■ 

When mmiagement has continued to emphasize energy 

conservation, retrofitting has often saved from 10 to 30 

percent in energy consumption* When retrofitting is used, 

management has generally expected a payback period of one to 

Seven years. Savings show much variation depending on variables 

acceptabie payback period, percent of energy Savings, and 
33 

financial commitment to retrofit, Overall, for low cost 

retrofit (below ,15 per square feet) facilities have obtained 

savings of from one percent to just under 25 percent in enez^ 

.costs, 

Betrofitting involving higher capital expenditure 

(between ,30 and ,90 per square feet) yields savirgs from 

eight to 80 percent, with most cases falling between 15 to 

40 percent, Sx^ples include: Greenfield Community Gollege 
with 32 percent electrical savings at a payback of 1,6 years; 

banker Hill Community College with oil consumption savings 

of $33,330 and electrical Savings of $34,909 per year with 
. ■ ■■ ■ . ■ 35. ' ' ■ 

a payback of 1,3 years. 

^-Ibid., p. 13. 
33 

■ Ibid,, p. 46,
 
"34.'
 

■ , Ibid.,■ .p *:.; 48,:, 
■ 35Ibid,, p. 49, 



 

As shown in case studies, retrofit of public buildings
 

for energy conservation can be successful. It has produced
 

significant energy conservation savings with quick payback
 

and continuing yearly sayings. Probletas can develop and must
 

be monitored closely, however.
 

Some steps that all existing schools can take with
 

little expenditure involved includes removal of unnecessary
 

lights, setting thermostats at 68® in winter and 78® in
 

summer, painting roofs and outside walls with a light,
 

reflective color to reduce heat gainj shading exterior walls
 

and windows, replacing glass windows with insulated walls,
 

and installing night set-back of the heating system.
 

Other inexpensive suggestions are checking
 

controls to see that they are w;orking properly^ turning off
 

unused equipment and minimizing use^dien possiblai addtisfing
 

Warm-up time of building to outside temperature, using lock
 

thermostat controls, using drapes wisely according to the
 

weather, and redticing ventilation to minimum required by
 

other minor-Cost reconimendations include turning off
 

tanused lights, reducing light level to minimtam requirements,
 

eliminating display lighting, cleaning light fixtures fre
 

quently^ and searviCingair-conditipners and heaters regu

38 .
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Askin, p. 22.
 

■ Ibxd.:
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Minor expexiiditiares regarding savings in tratisportation 

include purchasing fuel by the truckload to obtain discounts, 

ordering large quantities of parts to obtain the lowest price, 

using the most suitable and energy-efficient buses available, 

encoiiragihg efficient driving methods, planning routes to 

reduce idling-time, elirainating staggered-dismissal tixaes, 
■ ' 39 ■ ■

encouraging bicycling, walking, and car-pooling; scheduling 

regular maintenance, eliminating overlapping routes, avoiding 
■ . ■ L^Q ■ ■ 

dead-heading, and contracting with parents in remote areas. 

Inexpensive suggestions concerning water include 

reducing temperature to 90® to 120® except for dishwashing, 

turning off unused showers, repairing leaiky fixtures, and 

turning off',gas pool heaters , 

As for suggestions involving major expenditures, their 

initial cost may be high, but it should be rememberad that 

it is an investment that can be repaid in energy savings 

in a few years. As paii: of the federally-funded "Saving School

house Ehergy"prbject, ten TMited States elementaiy schools 

underwent a "comprehensive engineering analysis" to determine 

areas of potential energy savings, Recommendations were made 

for each site ranging from $1,000 to $80,000 with an average 

of $25,000, Ihe amount of energy savings was pro jected at 

39 
Ibid,, p, 2h,
 

Ibid,, p, 25,
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an average of 50 percent at all ten sites, llie most 

frequent s-uggestions, and the ones with the quickest recovery 

rates were to lower outside air intake to minimum requirements 

and to adjust various controls. Other suggestions included 

modifying the building envelope such as insulating and weather

stripping and decreasing glass surfaces, and modemising 

boilers and ventilation systems. Still other major expenses 

would be to replace inefficient equipment, install heat 

recovery S37Steii^ to reuse waste heat, reduce glass areas, 

install spark pilor lights, shade windows, install solar 

systems, and maximize landscaping. 

Major lighting expenditures would include replacing 

incandescents with fluorescents, which are three times as 

efficient and provide more illumination and better quality 

of light, in some instances, it is possible to adapt flour

escent Itiminaires to existing fixtures, Osually, the incan-t 

descent fixtures need to be completely removed and floures

cent lights installed, Although the initial investment is 

costly^ it repays itself in reduced electrical bills within 

several-years 

During the past twenty years, public buildings have 

often been supplied with excessive lighting, lighting 

til ^ . ■ 
■American Association of School Administrators. Public
 

Schools Shergy Conservation Measures: ?%nagement Sximmaries
 
(Washington: Merican Association of School Administrators,
 

■1978-),;p,::6, ■ 
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specifications shonld be designed with optimuai illtBaihation
 

necessary for the tasks to be perfoimed by the occupants,
 

but once the optiraum limit has been attained, the esccess
 

lighting is wastefui. On the other hand, a redhctioh in
 

lighting below the optimam level can be counterproductive,
 

Less than adequate lightihg can result in less productivity
 

by students and employees and reduced accuracy# Savings
 

realized by reduced lighting can also be offset by increased
 

heating,costs,.: ■ 

Use of natural light saves pwer needed for artificial
 

illumination and also lowers cooling loads since it does
 

away with heat build-up caused by lights, Although natural
 

light reduces the usage of artificial light, the latter taust
 

still be provided and at times uses less energy than the
 

heating or cooling required because of heat transmission
 

and infiltration via windows and skylights,
 

tfetil recently, mercury vapor lighting has been a
 

favorite means of illtminating outdoor areas. Less costly
 

in energy tjsage and just as illuminating are high intensity
 

discharge lamps, which are high pressure or soditrni halide
 

illuminaires, used for gymnasiuins and exterior areas. Again,
 

while initial change-over costs are expensive, within three
 
, ■ 1*2 

years the energy savings pay for the initial installation. 

Photocell units are an efficient means of controlling 

outdoor illumination. Outdoors, they can be used to turn on 

Alan R, Meyers, "Better Lighting with Less Saergy,
 
American School and IMiversity 52 (September, 1979): 31,
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lighting when daylight diminishes to a certain level, and
 

indoors they can be nsed for fixtures near windows.
 

% of additional switches allows one to
 

control light usage more efficiently. Usually one switch
 

regulates' one bank of lights. Ihis is wasteful since one
 

or two lights may suffice for a particular task. Multiple
 

switches permit as much or as little illunination as is 

required. ■ V. 

Major transportation expenditures would include replacing
 

buses and cars with the smallest and most economical vehicles
 

possible, and installing two-way radios to redirect buses
 

when necessary.
 

In regards to water, installing water restrictors on
 

shower heads and master control on showers, and solar collectoj;^
 

to heat water or pools all involve major cash outlays.
 

h3' . ■ ■ ■ 
Ibid,, p, 32.
 



CHAPTER V
 

REC<M4ENDATI0NS FOR NEW FACILITIES
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While we h that there are many methods to
 

conserve energy in an existing faeility, there are far more
 

means available when designing a new school plant. Many
 

states have established energy regulations pertaining to
 

buildings which have to be met when designing new buildings
 

or modernizing existing ones. In Galifomia, for example,
 

the new standards contain the legal requirement for energy
 

efficiency of the building skin or "envelope" (i.e., roofs,
 

walls, and floor), heating, ventilating and air conditioning
 

kS
 
systems; lighting, and water system* Burr believes that
 

'*we have the technology for energy conservation design avail
 

able to us today to further reduce energy use by another
 

40 to 50 percent" above minimum state standards.
 

Compliance with the regulations can be shown by archi
 

tects and engineers with two methods: component performance
 

standard, which means completing compliance forms and satis
 

fying energy efficient criteria for each component, or by
 

energy budget standards which involves calculation of the
 

annual energy usage of the building and demonstrating that
 

it will not exceed the maximm permitted annual energy con
 

sumption. Increased cost due to compliance will increase
 

fees by about 0.3 percent of the cost of the facility while
 
lij


oonstrnction costs will probably increase by 3 percent.
 

/[It,
 
Burr, p. 6,
 

^^^kin, p. 12,
 
^^Burr, p. 6,
 
^^Askin, p. 13,
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Becatxse of the need to beeome more efficient, archi
 

tects are now rediscovering many of the techniques far cii

mate control which have existed since ancient Egypt, such
 

as building design orientation, shading, and site selection,
 

Ihe latter is a major factor since climate affects different
 

sites and buildings with varying severity depending on
 

location, topography, winds, vegetation, and nearby structures.
 

Ihergy consumption is also affected by the orientation
 

of a building. For instance, a rectangular building absorbs
 

less solar heat if its longest side is positioned in an east-


west direction. A building using a solar system should be
 

situated so that the collector panels face south| a building
 

utilizing breezes should be positioned to obtain the most
 

air flow. Another possible recotmaendation is building into
 

a slope or using earth berms to reduce heat loss and provide
 

■ ■ 49' 
cooling,'
 

As far as desigEt is eoncerned, no special advantage
 

was found for any plan, whether campus, configuration or fingerj
 

and it is doubtful that one design would be suitable for all
 

climates. It is recommended that an engineer work with the
 

architect, that self-shading building shapes be used, and
 

that external shading be considered since it is more effective
 

than interior shades.
 

^^Ibid,, p, 3.
 
hp

mid., p, lif.
 



Architects tatist also consider the building's shape^
 

Because heat is gained or lost through walls and roof,
 

reducing these surface areas will lessen energy constmption.
 

^*A round building has less surface area in relation to interior
 
: ■ .50 ■ ' 

space than any other building configuration." A square
 

building has less surface than a rectangular one and a three-


story classrocni wing has 35 percent less surface than a
 

similar one-Story building.
 

Burr states that a building which is nearly square will
 

collect the heat that is produced from bodies and lights and
 

which masses at the building core or middle of the square.
 

The excess can then be collected and distributed to the peri
 

meter for heating needs or else stored.
 

Ideally, in winter the building mass should be heated
 

by the sun in the daytime and the configuration and insulation
 

system should be designed so some heat will be retained during
 

the night, Efeat is released by the building mass to the
 

rocfflis by convection and radiation during the day. In summer,
 

the building mass should collect the heat generated by stu
 

dents and lights and then release it to the outside air at
 

night by natural or mechanical ventilation systems. In
 

addition^ the water may be used to absorb the unwanted heat.
 

These heat recovery systems involve storage systems
 

for wasted heat from kitchens, lights, boilers, computers,
 

Ibid,
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and people. For instance, the collective body heat of
 

thirty quiet students in a classrocffli could release 1^,000
 

BTU*s each hour, Most of this heat escapes to the outsids
 

but often, enough will remain to require air-conditioning
 

even in winter, Semoving this energy and reusing i.t ^ere
 

it is v/anted can save energy and money. If it is recaptured,
 

it can be used immediately to heat or cool rooms or water,
 

or it c^ be stored for use later, Btirr believes that"not
 

a single new building or renovation of an old one should
 

take place without inclusion of such a storage system," even
 
52
 

if it is not activated at present.
 

According to him, there are three t37pes of storage
 

systems: water, rock, and eutectic salt storage. The advan
 

tage to water storage is that it can capture heat and store
 

it in water for use later. Also, if "the energy source is
 

electric, it can be purchased at night when rates are much
 

cheaper. Efficient heat recovery systems and storage areas
 

Could eventually make active solar heating systems unneces

sary and traditional furnaces obsolete.
 

In addition, a water storage system is useful because
 

it can be directly connected to a hydroponic or water-based
 

heating and cooling System, This provides a distribution
 

systera to transport the stored heat throughout the building.
 

—Ibid., p. 16,
 

Burr, p, 6,
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Askin, p, 16,
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piping systeia will thus be connected to the normal source,
 

plus to the storage area in subterranean areas and also to
 

the roof level for future solar devices. A collection,
 

storage, and distribution system is thus provided via the
 

h37dro heating/cooling system.
 

Reclamation of waste water takes place in areas of
 

heavy water use like showers. Warm water is collected in
 

insulated storage tanks. Chilled water is ptanped through
 

the warm water via closed pipes. As it passes, heat will
 

be transferred. A water chiller is used to transfer heat
 

from warm water to incoming cold water. Eighty percent of
 
; . . ■ ■ -. ■ ■'■54 

heat that would have been lost is reclaimed. 

Another recommendation for school design is an on-site 

well with a heat pmp system, i>^ich uses well water as a 

heat source in conjunction with a heat sink. X-?ater is cir 

culated through a heat pump in the building and returned to 

a second well, thus eliminating storage. 

Landscaping is another important factor when planning 

a new facility. Deciduous trees for shade and evergreens 

for windbreaks are ideal but should not block cool breezes. 

Dark-colored pavement, which absorbs heat and radiates it to 

buildings should be avoided when possible. 

Likewise, the darker the roof and walls, the more heat 

absorbed. In addition to heat absorption, heat also deter 

iorates the roof. Of course, in a cold climate where heating 

Si
Askin, p. 10, 



is important, a dark roof taay be preferred. Ilae color of
 

interior walls is also important since light'-reflective
 

finishes can increase illtimination and thus reduce artificial 
55' ■ ■ 

lightihg levels by 30 to ̂ 0 percent.
 

Use of insulation tvhich blocks heat loss in winter
 

and heat gain in summer is one other way to prevent wasted
 

energy, ^mentioned for existing facilities, reducing
 

the glass surface to the minitntm required will reduce waste.
 

Double-glazed windows roughly double the thermal resistance
 

of single-glazed windows but are still not nearly as effective
 

as replacing them with insulated walls, An engineer can
 

calculate the light infiltration and assist the architect
 

in this area. Double sets of outside doors and sheltered
 

entryways can also be used to reduce energy loss in vestibules,
 

55,,.,
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ENERGY EDUCATION AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
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i?he public schools have a double duty coucerning energy
 

conservations to becoiae energy-efficient themselves and
 

also to educate the students to be energy-conscious them
 

selves, They must help students **develop the skills, know
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 56 ■ . 

ledge and attitudes they need to use energy wisely." Cali
 

fornia's Superintendent of SduCation Wilson Hiles said in
 

1977 that the quality of lives the students will live "is
 

vezy much dependent upon the quality of the physical envir
 

onment and the availability of natural resources," so that
 

'Ve have a responsibility,..to help students undeirstand the
 

need for wise use of natural resources,"
 

^e eneJTgy educational program should not be tacked on
 

to the curriculum but should instead be incorporated, when
 

possible, into many Subject areas such as science, social
 

studies, hcsae economics, shop, and mathematics. Included
 

should be such factors as the distribution and utilization
 

of natural resources, pollution of the environment, and tech
 

nology, The program should also concern itself with social
 

factors such as the effect of the energy crisis on national
 

and international politics, economics, and values,
 

^energy education will also directly benefit the
 

district since, if both students and staff are educated to
 

the consequences of their energy-wasting habits, they can
 

Califomia State Departmient of Education, "Siiergy and
 
Water Conservation Suggestions for California*s El^entary
 
and Secondary Schools"ISacramento: California State Depart
 
ment of Education, 1977), p, 1,
 

' -^^Ibid.
 



then reduce the fflooimt of energy lost through carelessness,
 

As Riles wrote: "It is each school person's imaediate and
 

primaiy concern to take every reasonable step to conserve
 

■ ,.energy,"^®. 


A good public infortaatioh program to explain what is
 

being done and why is also desirable, ^cords on the energy
 

savings should be kept and displayed to encourage students
 

and staff to continue their conservation programs. Publi
 

cizing savings achieved demonstrates to the public that the
 

energy program is designed to save the taxpayers' money as
 

well as save energy.
 

Ibxd,, p, V.
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 ; : CONCLUSION'^'VV'
 

Approscimately one-third of ail energy consumed in the
 

Ifeiited States iis to heat and cool public buildings, the
 

majority of which are schobls. Since the country is c|uickly
 

running out of its fossil fuel supply and energy costs are
 

rising steadily, school districts need to consider implementing
 

energy Conservation methods as soon as possible, not only for
 

local savings but also in the broader, national interest»
 

It is not necessary to wait twenty or thirty years
 

for the technology to be developed to adjust building designs,
 

as many people have concluded, Cn the contrary, there are
 

many measures that can be taken imnediately to reduce energy
 

use. The implementation of these measures will decrease the
 

amount of present-day energy constimed, thus conserving it
 

for use'-later,^:..:
 

Whether it is for a facility which already exists or
 

for a new one, there are plenty of options available to save
 

energy. There are measures involving minor expenditures
 

which will nevertheless produce savings both monetarily and
 

enei^y-wise, Betrofitting of existing buildings involves
 

a major initial expense, which repays itself, however, in
 

reduced utility bills within a few years. Designers of new
 

plants must consider such factors as the existing regulations,
 

building shape and direction, landscaping, and insulation.
 



The additipn of solar systems must also be considered for
 

both existing add new facilities, ereh if they are not put
 

intO:\use''immedlately,;,
 

The combined total of all these suggestions is what
 

prodtsces an energy-efficieht building, ̂ ich is why an indivi
 

dualized organizational plan is necessary for each school
 

district in order to implement the best energy-efficient
 

suggestions for each particular plant. School districts
 

simply cannot postpone any longer the adoption of an energy-


conservation plan and the implementation of as many ideas
 

available as is feasible to reduce their energy tise as well
 

as alter their energy supply.
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..APPENDIX.".-.
 

GHSGKLIST OF HS^SRGY-SAVtNO MEASURES
 

District Administratidn
 
*F6rm energy conserisration team
 
*Develop public information program
 
*Include ener^jas part of Curriculum
 
*Life-cycle costing for major expenditures
 
*Inservice training for maintenance personnel
 
*EIstabli6h a regular preventative maintenance progrsto
 

*Hire private consultants
 

*Turn off when not in Use
 
..Minimize..-us-e ; -j-l- - - ';
 
^Replace with energy-efficient models
 

Heating, Ventilation^ Air Gonditioning
 
*Set thermostats at 68° in winter and 78® in summer
 
^Adjust warm-up time to outside temperature
 
*Disconnect or loclc classroom controls
 
^Use drapes and blinds wisely
 
^Lower ventilation to minimum allowed
 
^Educate concerning opening windows and doors unnecessarily
 
^Install heat recovery system
 
*Gaulk, weatherstrip# and insulate
 
^Reflective film pr double glaze windows
 
^Reduce glass area when appropriate
 
*Add economizer cycles to units
 

*Shade windo'TO inside and outside
 
*Solar;sy.stem^^
 
^Maximize landscaping; minimize paving
 

^Tum off when not in use
 
*Reduce to minimum requirements
 
^Eliminate decorative lights
 
*Replace with fluorescents
 
*Install local stdLtches
 
*Paint walls and ceilings light
 
*Seven day clock timers
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*Toi> OT>erating: condition ;
 
*Glean lights fr^qnently
 
*Service air conditioners and furnaces regularly
 
*I>oors and window® close properly

■*Fall-tiiae maintenance specialist 

:Transportation 
*Sncourage walking, bicycling, car-pooling
*Use smallest vehicle for job 
^-Audit fuel use monthly
*Regular maintenance and tune-up
*Gas tanks locked and full 

^Computer bus scheduling
^Sliminate rpiite pverlapping
^Centralize pickup points
^Eliminate staggered school schedules 
^Eliminate dead-heading
*^ain for better fuel economy
*Fill driyer-training cars to capacity
*Seduce mires driven and speed for driver training
*Use simulators when possible
^Reduce field trips
*Share buses with other districts 
^Replace with most ecpnomical vehicles possible 
*Install 2-way radios to redirect buses 

*^duce temperature to 90®-120®F except for dishwashing
*Turn off showers when not in use 
■^.Repair.leaking fixtures'. ■ ;
 

off gaS pool hegters

^Install water restrictors on showers
 
^Install master control or timers on showers
 
■^Install solar collectors to heat water 

Source: Askin, p. 19-25. 
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